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Introduction

In writing his introduction to the Lectures on Jurisprudence, Edwin Cannan

recorded the extraordinary way in which the manuscript of these notes had

been discovered:

On April , Mr. Charles C. Maconochie, whom I then met for the first time, hap-

pened to be present when, in course of conversation with the literary editor of the

Oxford Magazine, I had occasion to make some comment about Adam Smith. 

Mr. Maconochie immediately said that he possessed a manuscript report of Adam

Smith’s lectures on jurisprudence, which he regarded as of considerable interest.

(Cannan, , p. xv.)

Cannan’s reaction may be imagined.

More than sixty years later, John Lothian accidentally discovered, at an

auction held in Aberdeen, two sets of lecture notes as delivered by Smith.

The first set were notes of the lectures on jurisprudence given by Smith in

the session –, that is in the session preceding the version edited by

Cannan. Lothian observed:

The second set of manuscripts, in two volumes, similarly bound but with leather

tips to protect the corners, carried on the spine of each volume in neat handwriting

the inscription, ‘Notes of Dr. Smith’s Rhetoric Lectures’. These manuscripts

proved to be an almost complete set of a student’s notes on part of Smith’s course

on Moral Philosophy given in –. (Lothian, , p. xii.)

The Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres were edited by Lothian in .

Both sets were subsequently purchased by the University of Glasgow and

were to become key elements in the decision to proceed with editions of

these works and the other volumes. The edition was formally embarked

upon in the early s and completed twenty years later with the publica-

tion of John Bryce’s edition of the Rhetoric.

The completion of the edition was secured financially when the Liberty

Fund undertook a paperback version of the entire work. This decision 

effectively provided access for a very wide audience.

Wider access to the series prompted the belief that it would be appropri-

ate to produce a general index to the Works as a whole. As I recall, I offered

this suggestion to the Liberty Fund some fifteen years ago. The Fund

agreed both to support the project and to the suggestion that the indexers

should include Knud Haakonssen. While we have joint responsibility for

the outcome, Knud Haakonssen’s main task was with Smith’s ethical and

jurisprudential material, while I mostly took care of the remaining areas

and the task of co-ordinating the volume as a whole.
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In this context we would wish to acknowledge a debt to Professor 

Drummond Bone, formerly of the Department of English Literature in the

University of Glasgow, and now Vice-Chancellor of Royal Holloway, 

University of London. Professor Bone identified a colleague, Dr. Peter

Cochrane, who was to give us invaluable advice with regard to the indexes

to the Rhetoric, and to those other literary works which were first published

in the Essays on Philosophical Subjects.
We began the work using traditional and manual techniques, before

being introduced to the advantages of modern computer technology. In

Glasgow University this development was the result of advice received

from Professor Richard Trainor, now Vice-Chancellor of the University of

Greenwich, who in turn introduced us to Dr. Thomas Munck, head of the

Computing Unit in the Faculty of Arts. We are indebted to Dr. Munck and

to his team who helped check the texts for keywords to be used in the index.

While we have not sought to produce a concordance, nonetheless the flow

of information generated by responses from the Computing Unit was so

great as to become almost unmanageable. We were forced to the conclu-

sion, for example, that the fact that Smith mentioned the term ‘capital’ on

 occasions in the Wealth of Nations might not of itself be very helpful.

Accordingly, we have sought a compromise which, we hope, will give the

indexes as a whole greater descriptive power.

This index is to Smith’s Works and does not include the Correspondence,

although there are cross-references to this material. Each index is separate

on the ground that the works involved are very different in terms of focus.

Each includes an index of subjects and of persons. For the sake of conveni-

ence, the indexes include the lists of statutes prepared by the editors of 

the Lectures on Jurisprudence and of the Wealth of Nations where the main

contributors were P. G. Stein (LJ) and R. H. Campbell (WN). We have in-

cluded the original manuscript index to the Lectures on Jurisprudence as in

the Glasgow edition, on the ground that this is a document of importance

in its own right. The volume also contains a copy of the index which was

added to the third edition of the Wealth of Nations. The index may have

been added as a result of criticism from Hugh Blair (Correspondence, letter

) and from William Robertson who noted that:

As your Book must necessarily become a Political or Commercial Code to all 

Europe, which must be often consulted both by men of Practice and Speculation, I

should wish that in the d Edition you would give a copious index. (Correspondence,

letter .)

The first index is reprinted following the original, but with cross-

references to the present version.

Whoever the author of the original index may have been, it is a remark-

able document, notable for its sensitivity to many of Smith’s major themes.

Interestingly, the same quality is evident in the index to Sir James Steuart’s

viii Introduction
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Principles of Political Oeconomy, which had been issued by the same pub-

lishers, Strachan and Cadell, in .

We owe debts to our respective institutions, to the readers appointed by

the Liberty Fund, and to colleagues in Great Britain who include Tony

Brewer (Bristol), Vivienne Brown (Open University), and Donald Winch

(Sussex). We are also indebted to numerous scholars who have bombarded

us with random questions. The ‘nicest’ of these came in a telephone call

from the United States where my interlocutor was in urgent need of a ref-

erence to ‘pots and pans, augmentation of’ (Wealth of Nations, pp. –)!

It is hoped that the indexes will be useful, supplementing those that al-

ready exist, and that their usefulness will be further enhanced by another

technical advance. An electronic version of the Works will be made avail-

able on the Liberty Fund’s Library of Economics and Liberty website,

with free access. There will be a separate electronic version published by

Oxford University Press. Both will include copies of these indexes. The

opportunities opened up by these initiatives are surely considerable.

We have reason to be grateful to the Principal of Glasgow University, 

Sir Graeme Davies, who readily agreed to these proposals on behalf of the

University Court.

The technical costs involved were met by the Liberty Fund. The cost of

preparing the numerous editions through which the final version has

passed were borne by the Department of Economics in Glasgow. The texts

were prepared by Christina MacSwan, who was involved with the Smith

project from its beginnings, and completed by Lavina MacMillan. We are

indebted to both for their efficiency and, above all, patience.

Andrew Stewart Skinner
Glasgow University

February 
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Balliol, College  n.
barbarism 

and judicial oratory 
and poetry ‒
see also commerce; savages

beauty:
of language 
of style , , see also style

Billingsgate language 
business, prose as the language of ‒

C

cadence ‒, , , , , 
Capua  n., 
Cartesian philosophy 
cartoons (of Raphael) 
cases (in language) , ‒, ‒, ,

, 
causes ‒

and effects ‒, ‒
of events ‒, ‒, ‒, ,

‒, 
Cecina, army of 
celestial motions 
centaurs , 
Centos 
character, description of ‒, ‒,

‒
character and circumstance, its effect on

style 
character of author, its effect on style ‒
characters of writers ‒
Cherry and the Slae (ballad)  & n.
child, children’s speech , ,  n.,

, 
Clouds, The (Aristophanes) 
comedy ‒, , ‒, , , ‒
comic writers , , ‒
commedia dell’arte ‒
commerce:

in Athens ‒
and prose ‒
see also barbarism, power

Commons, House of 
ribaldry in 

compassion , , , , ‒
in Cicero , ‒

compound words and language ‒,  n.,
, , , , 

A

abstraction ‒, ‒, ‒, , ,
‒, , ‒, , 

see also adjectives, generalisation, nouns,
number, prepositions, verbs

Actium, Battle of 
adjective, adjectives , ‒, , , ,

, ‒, ‒
adjectival agreement, origin of 
cannot qualify one another 
imply abstraction ‒
origin of ‒, 

admiration:
excited by the great and the noble , ,

,  n., ‒
language of , 
rational 

Aeneid, The (Virgil)  & n.,  & n., 
 & n.,  & n., , 

Agricola (Tacitus)  & n.
allegories , , 
anakoloutha ‒
analogy:

foundation of in language , 
love of 
see also language

antonomasia , 
archaisms 
architecture ‒
Areopagus, the , 
Armenian, number of cases in ‒
artificial objects 
arts, fine 
Athens:

character of citizens compared to Sparta
‒

compared to Cicero’s Rome ‒
democratical 
education of youth 
growth of commerce, decline of martial

spirit ‒, , 
judicial courts of , , ‒, 
as a maritime power 
quality of fortunes in ‒
seizure of Syracuse , 

B

ballads , ‒

Index of Subjects
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Comus (Milton)  n.
consonants, harsh effect of , ‒
constitution, British 
constitution(s) , ‒, ,  n.
contractions 
conversation , ‒, , ‒, 

in Greece and Rome 
Corcyria ‒
Corinth ‒
Corinthians  n., ‒
cottage, seen at a distance 
courts, judicial , , , , ‒,

‒,  n.

D

dancing ‒
De Corona (Demosthenes)  n., ‒ n.
declensions and conjugations ‒, ,

, ‒
deliberative eloquence ‒, , , ,

, ‒, , 
Demosthenes and Cicero its best 

examplars ‒
as inserted in Livy’s histories , 
as inserted in Tacitus’ histories ‒
as inserted in Thucydides’ history ‒
its origin ‒
two main methods the Socratic and the

Aristotelian ‒
demonstrative eloquence , ‒

actions to be extolled in ‒
history of ‒
language appropriate to ‒
structure of ‒
style of ‒
virtues to be extolled in ‒

description ‒
of actions of men ‒
of artificial objects ‒
of the characters of men ‒
of invisible objects 
of natural objects 
of passions ‒
of several objects ‒
of visible objects ‒, ‒

dialectic ‒, ‒
didactic discourse, its purpose , 

its structures ‒
didactic writers:

their differences from historians ‒,


their similarities with orators 
didactic writing , ‒, , 
diphthongs, softening of , 
direct method of expression 
Don Quixote (Cervantes) ,  & n., 

dramatic poetry 
difference between it and epic , 

Drapier’s Letters, The (Swift) 
Dunciad, The (Pope) ,  & n.
dunghills, descriptions of 

E

Eclogues (Virgil) 
Edinburgh Review  n.,  n.,  n.
education:

a gentleman’s 
in ancient Greece ‒, 

elegies ‒
Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard

(Gray)  & n.
Eloisa to Abelard (Pope)  & n.,  & n.
eloquence, ancient division of , , 
England , ,  n.,  n., , , ,

, , 
English:

compared with French and Italian ‒
language ‒, ‒, , , ‒,

‒
English pronunciation, sonority of 
epic poem:

difference from dramatic ‒
entertainment the purpose of , , 
reality not on the side of 
see also romance

epithet , , ‒
Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot (Pope)  & n.
Erse, poetry 
Essay on Man (Pope) , ‒, ‒ & n.
Ethics (Aristotle) 
exordium 

F

farce 
feelings, importance of in elocution ‒,


see also passions

figurae , 
figures of speech, see speech
French:

comedians 
a compound language ‒, ‒
manners of 
panegyrics in 
writers 

G

gap/chasm, see ideas

 Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres
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gay:
a gay man should not endeavour to be

grave , ‒, , 
gender , , , 

loss of 
origin of , ‒

genera 
generalisation ‒, ‒, ‒

see also abstraction
Geneva 
Georgics (Virgil)  & n.,  & n.,  & n.,


gestures and gesticulation , , 
Glasgow University  n.,  n.
glory, goal of oratory ‒
gods  n.,  n., ‒,  n., , 
good writer, prerequisites of 
grammar ‒, 

ambiguity , , ‒, ,  n., 
rules of , ‒, 

gravity 
Great, and the lowly , 

in Athens ‒
in Rome ‒

Greece, see Athens
Greek (language) ‒, , , ‒,

‒, ‒
grief , ,  n., ,  n., , ‒
Gulliver’s Travels (Swift) , , 
gutturals, loss of 

H

Hamlet (Shakespeare)  & n.,  & n., 
Hardyknute (ballad)  & n.
Hebrew , 
historians , ‒,  n., , ‒
historical writing , ‒, ‒, ,

‒, , , , , 
causes, relation of ‒
characters in ‒
chronology in 
connection with oratory 
design and contrivance more interesting

than chance and instinct 
didactic intention out of place in 
exclamation out of place in 
history’s purpose to instruct 
impartiality in, need for 
importance of intention behind 
legends as precursors of ‒, 
Machiavelli’s, scientific quality of ‒
modern historians 
‘poetical connections’, use of 
poets the first historians 
proofs spoil narrative 
reflection, place of in 

simultaneous events, difficulty in 
narrating ‒

style of Greeks and Romans contrasted


suspense superfluous in ‒
see also Guicciardini, Herodotus, Livy,

Tacitus, Thucydides, etc.
Hudibras (Butler)  & n.
humour ‒, ‒, 
hymns 
hyperboles , ‒, 

I

ideas:
association of , 
chain of 
‘gaps’ or ‘intervals’ in, a source of 

discomfort , , , , 
ordering of ‒, ‒, , 
painting or describing in writing 
see also deliberative, demonstrative, 

didactic, historical, and judicial
eloquence

Il Pensoroso (Milton) ‒
Iliad, The (Homer)  & n.,  & n., 
imagination, pleasures of (Addison) 
inflections in English and French ‒
inhumanity , 
internal objects 
Italian (language) ‒

a compound language ‒
function of diminutives in 
sweetness of 

Italy , , 

J

jokes 
judges, English ‒, ‒
judicial or civil eloquence , , , ,

, ‒, , 
argument from statute of precedent

‒
divisions of ‒

exordium 
narration ‒
confirmation and refutation 
peroration 

examples from Greeks , , ‒
examples from Romans , , ,

‒
methods and art of ‒
its origin ‒
proof from causes ‒
proof from effects ‒

Index of Subjects 
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state of English ‒
subjects of 

judiciary, how it separated from executive
‒

juries ‒

K

King Lear (Shakespeare)  & n.

L

ladies 
see also women

L’Allegro (Milton) ‒
language ‒, ‒, , , , ,

‒, , , ‒
development of, compared with that of

mechanical engines , ‒
impact of conquest on ‒
migration, impact of ‒
and national temper , 
primitive progress of ‒, , , ,

‒
role of sound in , ‒, ‒, ,

‒, , , , see also
sound

simplification of, its consequences ‒
system of 

Latin (language) ‒, , , , ,
‒, ‒, , 

see also English, French, Greek, Italian
laughter , ‒, , 
law, natural  n.
Lochaber (ballad)  & n.
logic, ancient , 
Lombards ‒
Lords, House of  n., , , 
luxury , , , , ‒

M

Macbeth (Shakespeare)  n.
Macedon ‒,  n.

see also Philip of Macedon
machine , ‒

see also language
Marathon, Battle of 
mathematical demonstration , 
Memoires (de Retz)  & n.
merchant, life of contrasted with soldier 
Merchant of Venice, The (Shakespeare) 
Metamorphoses (Ovid) ‒ & n.
metaphors , ‒, , , 

mixed metaphors ‒

metaphysical , , , , , ,
, ‒, 

metonymy , ‒
Mexico 
mimicry 
morality:

a practical science 
systems of , 

mouse:
in a chapel 

music ‒, , ‒
English taste for , 

Mytylene 

N

narration , , , , ‒, ‒,
, ,  n., , , , ,
‒, 

see also historical writing
native and familiar words, use of 
natural, objects ‒, 

see also law, philosophy
neologisms 
nobles , , ‒
nouns , , ‒, , 

adjective ‒, 
gender in nouns, origins of ‒
origin of , ‒
substantive , , ‒, , ‒,

, 
novels , 
number:

implies high degree of abstraction 
mysticism of  n.
origin of , ‒
three, significance of  & n.

O

Observations upon the United Provinces
(Temple)  & n.

odes , ‒,  n., ‒ n.
Odes, v (Horace) ‒
Odyssey (Homer)  & n.,  n., 
On a Distant Prospect of Eton College (Gray)

 & n.
On Poetry (A Rhapsody) (Swift)  & n.
On the Sublime (Longinus)  & n.
opera 
oratory , , ‒, , , , ,

‒, ‒, , , ‒,
‒, , ,  n., 

deliberative , ‒, , 
demonstrative ‒, ‒
judicial ‒

 Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres
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Orphan, The (Otway)  & n.
‘Ossian’  n.
Othello (Shakespeare) 

P

painting, art of , , , 
panegyric ‒, ‒, , 
Paradise Lost (Milton) ,  n.,  & n., 

 n.,  n.,  n.,  & n.,  & n.,
,  & n.

paranomasia , 
Parliament (Westminster) , ,  n.
Paris 
parodies ‒
passions ‒, ‒, , , , ,

‒, ‒
see also feelings

passive voice ‒
pastorals ‒
Peloponesian War , , 
periods, structure of ‒, 
Peripatetic philosophy 
peroration 
Persia  & n., ,  n.
persuasion, powers of , , , ‒
Pharsalia, Battle of ‒
Philippics (Demosthenes) ,  & n., 
philosophers:

Hobbes’s system of 
sometimes observe that laughter proceeds

from contempt 
philosophical method ‒
philosophy, natural ,  n., ‒, 
plain man ‒, , , ‒

see also style
Plataea, Battle of  & n., 
pleaders , ‒
poetical , , , ‒, ‒
poetry , , ‒, ‒, ‒

amusement its purpose , 
epic ‒, 
and history 
the language of pleasure 
non-repetitive ‒
poet, as story-teller ‒
style of Greeks and Romans contrasted 
superior to prose 
why it predates prose ‒

poets  n., , , ‒, , ‒, , ,
, ‒, , ‒, 

politeness, varying standards of 
politics, Machiavellian , ‒
power, and riches ‒, ‒
prepositions:

come in place of old declensions 
development of prepositions through

mingling of nations ‒
imply abstraction 
‘of’ most metaphysical of all prepositions

‒
origin of ‒, , ‒, 
their work initially done by case-endings

‒
Pro Aulo Cluentio (Cicero)  & n.
pronunciation ‒
pronouns, use of , , , ,  n., ‒
propositions , , ‒, 
propriety ‒, , , , , , , , ,

, , 
prose  n., , , ‒, ‒, 
proverbs , 
puns ‒, 
Puritans ‒

R

rank, social ‒, , , , , 
and wealth , 

Rape of the Lock (Pope) 
relation , ‒, ‒
Revenge, The (Young)  & n.
rhetorical discourse ‒, ‒, , ,

, , , ‒, ‒
rhetorical style, definitions of , 
rhetoricians  & n., , ,  n., ‒,

,  n., ,  n.
ridicule ‒, ‒
Rival Queens, The (Lee) ‒ & n.
romance , ‒, , ‒, 

see also epic
Rome:

commonwealth, state of ‒
courts of, more regular than in Athens


empire and the taking of Troy 
empire in the period of Trajan 
luxury of 
in the period of Cicero ‒

rules:
of behaviour , 
of exposition , ‒, , , , , ,

, , , , ‒, 
see also deliberative, demonstrative, 

didactic, historical, and judicial 
discourse; see grammar, language

S

Salamis, Battle of 
savages:

hypothetical and the development of 
language ‒, ‒, , 

Index of Subjects 
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dancing and music the amusements of
‒

see also barbarism
Saxon Heptarchy 
Saxon language , ‒
schoolmen 
Seasons, The (Thomson)  & n.,  & n.,

 & n.
sensibility, in Cicero ‒
sentence length , , 

structure , ‒, 
sentiments , ,  n., , , , , ,

, ‒, , , , ,  & n.,
, 

separation of powers, executive, judicial,
military 

sibilance, increase in 
similes ,  n., , ‒, , 
sound:

agreeable, repeated 
of language , ‒, 
man’s love of similarity of ‒, 
in music, melody of 
soothing 

Spanish Friar, The (Dryden) parts should be
separated  & n.

Spectator, the  n.,  n., ‒ n.,  n.
speech, figures of ‒, 
story-telling , , , , , , ,

‒, , , , , 
style:

perspicuity of ‒, , , , , ,


Smith’s definition of 
varieties of ‒, ‒
see also plain man

substantives ‒, , ‒, , 
surprise , ‒
sympathy:

the relation between speaker and auditor
, 

for the situation of others 
system:

of language 
of morality 
of rhetoric 
in science ‒
of Shaftesbury 
see also didactic discourse

T

Tale of a Tub (Swift) 
‘To Delia’ (Waller) 
tragedy , , , , ‒

misfortunes of the great fit subject for


transitions, best way of making ‒
translating, problems in 
triangle 
tropes  n., , , , 
Tweedside (ballad)  & n.

U

unity of interest in poetry ‒
unity of place in dramatic poetry 

no-one fooled by failure to observe it 
to be preferred 
Shakespeare’s indifference to 

unity of time in dramatic poetry 
no-one fooled by failure to observe it 
Shakespeare’s indifference to 

V

Venice Preserved (Otway)  & n.
verbs , , , 

further development of ‒
impersonal verbs the earliest 
must have been a late invention 
origin of ‒, ‒
the substantive, verb (‘to be’) most 

metaphysical of all , , 
third person singular the first 

development 
‘to have’ a metaphysical verb 

verse, versification ,  n.,  n., 
, ,  & n., ,  n., 
‒

vice , , , ‒
virtue:

amiable and respectable ‒
in oratorical description ‒

vowels:
softening of 
sweet effect of 

W

Wallace Wight (ballad)  & n.
war, wars  n., ‒, ,  n., ,

, , , ‒, ‒,  n.,


wit , ‒, , ‒, 
women 

see also ladies
wonder , , , 
word order, importance of , 
writing:

invention of characters 
origin of 
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B

Bacchus  n.
Baliol 
Balzac, Jean-Louis Guez de  & n., 

 & n.
Basilide  n.
Beattie, James 
Beckwith, C. E.  n.
Blair, Hugh  n.
Blunt, Anthony  n.
Boccalini, Traiano  & n.,  & n., 

 & n.
Bolingbroke, Henry St John, Lord  & n.,

,  & n., , , ,  n.
Bossuet, Jacques-Benigne  n.
Boswell, James  n.
Brancas, Comte de  n.
Brett, S. R.  n.
Brisson, Barnabe (“Brissonius”)  n.
Brown, John  n.
Brown, Tom  n.,  n.
Bruce (King) Robert ,  n.
Brutus ,  & n.
Bruyere, La, Jean de ‒, 

see also La Bruyere
Buccleuch, Duke of 
Buchanan, George 
Buckingham, G. Villers, nd Duke of  n.
Buckingham, J. Sheffield, Duke of  & n.
Burke, Edmund  n., 
Burnett, Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury

 & n., ‒ & n.
Bute, Earl of 
Butler, Samuel  & n.

C

Caelius  n.
Caesar, Julius ‒, , ,  n., ,

 & n.,  n., 
Caligula 
Callisto  n.
Calvus, C. Licinius  n.
Campbell, G. 
Casaubon, Isaac  n.
Catiline , , , 
Cato  & n.,  & n., 
Catullus 
Cecina 

A

Abelard  n.,  n.
Absyrtus  n.
Achilles , 
Achilles Tatius  & n.,  n.
Adam , , ,  n.
Addison, Joseph ,  n., ‒ & n., 

‒ & n.,  & n., ,  n., 
 n.

Aeetes  n.
Aeneas , , ,  n.,  & n.
Aeschines  & n., ,  & n., 

 & n., ‒ & n.
Aeschylus , and see also Aeschines
Aetion  & n.
Agamemnon 
Agesilaus ‒
Agricola ,  n., 
Agrippina , 
Ajax  & n.
Albucius ‒
Alcibiades ‒, , 
Alexander (of Abonuteichos)  & n.
Alexander (the Great)  & n., , , 

 & n., , , 
Alonzo 
Andocides  n.
Anne (of Austria)  & n.
Antiphon  & n.
Antores  n.
Anytus  n.
Apollo  & n.
Apollodorus  n., ,  & n.
Appelles  & n.
Apuleius ,  & n.
Arbuthnot, John 
Aristophanes ,  n.
Ariosto, Ludovico 
Aristotle ,  n.,  n., ,  n., 

 n.,  n., ‒,  n., 


Arruntius  & n.
Artaxerxes 
Asclepius  n.
Aspasia (the Milesian)  n.
Athena  n.
Atterbury, Francis  & n.
Augustus  n.
Aujac, G.  n.
Ausonius  n.

Index of Persons
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Chalcas 
Charicles  n.
Charles I 
Charles II  n.
Charles Edward (Prince)  n.
Chevreies, Mlle 
Child, F. J.  n.
Cibber, Colley  & n.
Cicero ‒ & n., , ,  & n., ,  n.,

,  n., ,  & n., , , 
 & n., , , ‒ & n., ‒,
 n., ,  n., , ‒, 
 & n., ,  n., ,  n., ,
‒ & n.,  & n.,  & n., ,
, 

Cinna 
Clarendon, E. Hyde, Earl of ,  & n.,

 & n.
Clarke, Samuel  & n.
Clearchus  n.
Cleisthenes  n.
Cleombrotus  n.
Cleon  & n.,  and n.
Clodius ,  & n., , 
Cloudeslie, William of 
Cluentia  n.
Cluentius ,  n.
Clym of the Cleuch 
Coleridge, Samuel  n.
Collins, William  n.
Condillac, l’Abbé Etienne Bonnet de  n.
Congreve, William  & n.
Corneille, Pierre 
Cornelius, L. Octavius  n.
Corvus, Marcus Valerius  n., 
Coxe, W.  n.
Crassus, Appidius Claudius  & n.,  n.
Crawford, Robert  n.
Crebillon, Prosper Jolyot (pere)  & n.
Creon 
Critias  n.
Cromwell, Oliver ,  & n.
Ctesiphon  n.,  & n.,  n.
Curll, Edmund  & n.

D

d’Auvergue, Henri de la Tour (Vicomte de
Turenne) ‒

see also Turenne
Daves, C. W.  n.
Dearing, V. A.  n.
Decimus, Silanus  & n.
Defoe, Daniel 
Demades  n.
Demetrius, son of Philip  & n.,  n.
Demetrius of Phalerum  & n.

Demetrius of Tarsus  n.
Demochares  & n.
Democles  n.
Democritus 
Demonicus  n.
Demophile  n.
Demosthenes ,  & n.,  n.,  n., ,

‒ & n.,  & n., ‒,  & n.,
‒ & n., ‒ & n., ‒

Desdemona 
Descartes, René  & n.
Dido ,  & n., 
Dinaca  n.
Dinarchus  n.,  n.
Dio Cassius  n.
Diodorus, Siculus  n.
Diodotus 
Diogenes ,  n.
Diomedes  & n.
Dionysius (of Halicarnassus)  & n., 

 & n., ,  & n., ,  n., 
 n.,  & n., ‒ & n.,  n.

Ditton, H.  & n.
Dodsley, R.  n.,  n.
Dryden, John  n.,  n.,  n., , 
Dubos, l’Abbé  & n.,  n.,  & n.,  n.
Dufresney, Charles  n.
Dulcinea 

E

Edward I  & n.
Edward II  n.
Edward III  & n.
Elliot of Minto, Gilbert 
Eloisa 
Empedocles  & n.
Epaminondas  n.
Erskine, E.  n.
Eubulus  n., 
Euclid  n.
Eupolis  n.
Euripedes 
Europa 
Euryalus ,  & n.
Eustathius  n.
Evander  & n.,  & n.
Eve , 

F

Faber, G. C.  n.
Falkland, Lord  & n.
Fazio, S.  n.
Flaminius  n.
Flechier, Valentun-Esprit  & n.
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Florus, Lucius, A. 
Florus, P. Aranius  n.
Forbes of Tolquoun Castle, William 
Fraser, J.  n.

G

Gardenstoun Lord ‒ n.
Garrick, David 
Gay, John  n.,  n.
Geoffrey of Monmouth 
Germanicus  & n.,  n.,  & n.,

‒
Giles, J. A.  n.
Goldsmith, Oliver 
Gordon, Thomas  & n.,  & n.
Gorgias  & n., , 
Graves, Richard  & n.
Gray, Thomas  & n.,  n., 
Gregory of Nyssa  n.
Guicciardini, Francesco  & n., 

H

Hadrian  n.
Hale, Sir Matthew  n.
Halifax, George Saville, Marquis, Lord  n.
Hamilton, Duke of  n.
Hamilton, William (of Gilbertfield)  n.
Hamlet 
Hammer, J.  n.
Hammond, James  n.
Hannibal  n.,  n.
Harvey, John  n.,  & n.
Hay, John (nd Marquis of Tweeddale)

 n.
Hegesippus ,  & n.
Helen  n., 
Henry IV of France 
Herbert, Henry  & n.
Hercules , 
Hermagoras  & n.,  n.
Hermogenes  n.,  n.
Herodotus  & n., ,  & n., ‒ n.,

, , , , , 
Hesiod  n.,  & n.
Hill-Powell  n.
Hobbes, Thomas  n., ‒,  & n.
Homer , ,  & n.,  n.,  n., , 

‒ & n., , , , ,  n.,
,  & n., 

Horace ,  n., ,  n.,  n., 
‒ n.

Hortensius  & n.,  & n.
Howard, Thomas (Earl of Arundel)

 & n.

Hume, David  n., , 
Hyperides  n.,  n.,  n.

I

Iago 
Iphigenia , 
Isaeus  & n., ,  & n., 
Isocrates , ‒ & n.,  n.

J

Jago, Richard,  n.
Jensen, H.  n.
Johnson, Samuel 

no love of Smith  n.,  n.,  n.,  n.,
‒, 

Jouin, Henry  n.
Jugurtha ,  & n.
Julianus, Salvius  n.
Juno  n.
Jupiter ,  n., 
Justinian  n.
Juvenal  & n.,  n.

K

Killigrew, Mrs Anne 

L

La Bruyere, Jean de ‒ & n., 
Lafitau, Joseph-François  n.
La Motte Aigron, Jacques de  n.
Latona 
Lauderdale, Earl of  n.
Le Brun, Charles  & n.,  n.
Lee, Nathaniel  & n.
Leheny, J.  n.
Leibnitz, Wilhelm Gothfried  & n.,  n.
Lintot, B.  & n.
Lipsius, Justus  n.
Littleton, Lord 
Livy ,  n., , ‒, ‒ n., ,

‒ & n., , , ‒, 
Locke, John  & n.,  n., 
Longinus  & n.,  n., ,  n.
Louis XIII of France  n.
Lucan  n.
Lucian  n., ‒ & n., ‒ & n., , ,

 & n.,  n.
Lucius  n.
Lucretius , 
Lucullus ‒
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Lycon  n.
Lycurgus  n.,  & n.,  & n.
Lysander  & n.
Lysias , ‒ & n.,  & n.

M

Machiavelli, Nicolo ,  n., ‒, 
 & n.

Macpherson, James  n.
Macray, W. D.  n.
Malpeines, M. A. L.  n.
Mandeville, Bernard  n.
Manilius  n.
Mansfield, Earl of  & n.
Marcellinus, Ammianus  & n.
Mardonius  n.
Marius  n., ‒
Marivaux, Pierre  n.,  & n.
Martial  n.
Masinissa  & n.
Mason, John  n.
Maximus, Valerius  n.,  & n.
Medea  & n.
Medicis, Marie de  & n.
Meikle, J. 
Meillet, A.  n.
Meleager 
Meletus  n.
Meliboeus 
Menalque  & n.
Menelaus 
Menon  n.
Mezentius  & n.
Micipsa 
Milo  & n., , , 
Milton, John  n.,  & n., , , , 

,  n.,  & n.,  & n.,  n., 
‒, ,  n., ‒ & n., ‒

Mithridates  n., 
Modius, François  n.
Moliére, Jean-Baptiste Poquelin 
Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley  n.
Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de

 & n.
Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, 

Baron of  n.
Montgomerie, Alexander  n.
Monmouth, Geoffrey of  & n.
Montrose, James Graham, Marquis of ,


Moses , 

N

Nero 

Newton, Sir Isaac ‒, 
Nicocles  n.
Nisius 
Nivers, Mme de  n.,  n.
Nugent, Thomas  n.,  n.

O

Oepidus 
Oldmixon, John  n.
Oppianicus  n.,  & n.
Orrery, Earl of  n.
Othello , 
Otway, Thomas  n.
Ovid  & n., 

P

Palmedes  n.
Pallas  & n.
Pancha, Sancho , 
Paris 
Paterculus, Velleilus  & n.
Pausanians  n.
Pedius  n.
Pembroke, William Herbert (rd Earl of )

 & n.
Percy, Thomas 
Pericles , , , , ‒
Persius  & n.
Phaeton  n.
Pheidias  n.
Philip of Macedon  n., , ‒ & n.,

 n.,  n.,  & n., ‒,  n.,


Philips, John  n.
Philo  n.
Phocion 
Pindar ,  & n.
Plato , ‒, , ‒, ,  n., 


Plautus  n.
Pliny ‒,  n., ,  n.
Plutarch  n.
Polybius , , ,  n., 
Pompey , ,  & n., 
Pope, Alexander  & n.,  n., ,  n., 

 & n.,  & n.,  n., ,  & n., 
 & n.,  n.,  n.,  n., ‒ n.,
‒

Poussin, Nicolas ,  n., ‒ & n.
Propertius  & n.
Proxenus  n.
Prynne, William  & n., 
Pulteney, Sir William  n.
Pym, John  & n.
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